In a series of papers, we presented new theorems characterizing the value function in optimal control as the unique bounded-from-below viscosity solution of the corresponding Bellman equation that satisfies appropriate side conditions. Instead of the usual assumption that the instantaneous costs are uniformly positive, our results assumed that all trajectories satisfying a certain integral condition must asymptotically approach the target. In this note, we study perturbed exit time problems which have the property that all trajectories satisfying the integral condition must stay in a bounded set. This is a weaker asymptotic property, since it allows bounded oscillating trajectories and attractors other than the target. We show that, under this weaker asymptotic condition, the value function is still the uniaue bounded-from-below solution 41). A fundamental issue in the analysis of Bellman equations is uniqueness of solutions of the equation subject t o appropriate boundary conditions. Starting from uniqueness results of this kind, it is possible to estimate the rate of convergence of numerical schemes for approximating minimum cost functions, and to study singular perturbations and much more (cf. the papers 12, 4, 5, 71 for uniqueness of HJBE solutions, and which is the HJBE corresponding to the (undiscounted) exit t i m e problem (2) of the corresponding Bellman equation that vanisbes on the target. Our theorem applies to p r o b lems which are not tractable by the known results. The significance of our work is that (i) applied control abounds with problems whose dynamics are only known up to a margin of error, which can be represented by perturbations, and (ii) our t h e rem implies the convergence of numerical methods which can be used to approximate value functions for problems that satisfy our relaxed hypotheses. (which we refer to as an e x i t time). and A (which 
(which we refer to as an e x i t time). and A (which ,. is called the set of relaxed controls) is the set of all functions cy : r 0, M) ~ AT, where Control theory abounds with challenging situations which can be studied by means of the (HamiltonJacobi-)Bellman equation, i.e., the HJBE (cf. 'See also the companion paper 161 to this note, which applies these results to stability and Lyapunov functions. 'A function w : RN -R is bounded-from-below p i e vided there is a finite constant b such that w(z) 2 b for all z E R N . This is less restrictive than properness of w, which is the condition w(z) -+m 85 llzil + +m.
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A' is the set of all Radon probability measures on A topologized as a subset of the dual of C ( A ) = {continuous functions A + W} with the weak-* topology (cf. by the Filippov selection theorem.) Let /I. 11 denote the usual Euclidean norm. We always assume
Iu particular, we do not assume uniform positive lower hounds on e, and P need not he locally L i p schitz, so the usual uniqueness results for (1) from [l, 91 do not apply. Exit time problems of this kind have been extensively analyzed (cf. 11, 2, 4, 7, 91, and 52 for how these works relate to the unique ness result we prove in this note). In particular, the papers [7, 91 studied the case where the following strong asymptotic condition is satisfied: establish that the corresponding value function (5) is the unique bounded-from-below solution of the Bellman equation (1) 
respectively, where for each in what follows. For n E W and 0, as . r : e w S , a ) , a ( s ) w
holds for the perturbed data f = fp, t = e, in (7). As discussed above, it is important to be able to show that value functions for optimal control problems uniquely solve the corresponding HJBEs (subject to appropriate side conditions). Also, Example 1.2 illustrates how (8) can be more stable with respect to perturbations. Moreover, condition (8) does not depend on the target. This motivates our new uniqueness theorem for solutions of (l), under the relaxed condition (8), instead of the more restrictive condition (4). This theorem will be announced in 52. We discuss the proof of our theorem in 53. In 54, we apply our result to the Shifted Fuller Example. c Bj+l for all j , and RN = U j B j Note that w E W B B for any bounded-from-below function w : WN -t R. However, note that functions w E lYBB need not be bounded-from-below. In 53, we will sketch the proof of the following:
T h e o r e m 1 Assume the following: I ) 7 C RN is closed and nonempty.
2) f and t satisfy (A,)-(A2), S T C f ( T ) , and (8).
3) Zf t E (0, cu), a E A, and x E W" \ 7, then
J; P(Y,(s, Q),(Y(s)) ds 0.
4) w E WBB is. a solution of ( l ) , w .is ndl and continuous at each point in I, w, E C(RN).
Then w E v on RN.
R e m a r k 2.2 Under hypotheses 1)-2) of Theorem 1, if v is finite and continuous on WN, then v is a solution of (1) (cf. [l] ). In that case, U is the unique solution of (1) [
On the other hand, our conditions allow inf.I(.,a)
to be null a t points outside 7. They also allow cases where inf,P(z,o) + 0 as IJz/I 4 +m, which are also not allowed under (9) 03) at finite cost, then there is some finite bound on haw far points along the path can ever get from the starting point. Also, (8) is less restrictive than (4) when 7 is bounded, since it allows oscillating trajectories and attractors outside 7. I
S k e t c h of Proof of Uniqueness Characterization
In this section, we will sketch the proof of Theorem 1. For a detailed proof for the special case where BJ Bj(O), see 151. We assume that w is continuous, the proof of the general case being similar.
The proof that w 5 v is a special case of the proof of Proposition 5.4 in [4]. It remains to show that 20 2 U. We omit the superscripts r to simplify notation. Let { B j } be as in Definition 2.1. Fix
and J E N for which z E BJ.
wherever the RHS is defined. We also set
for all p E W N and 6 > 0, and we define z1 := z, 71 := TI(SI) when TI(S~) < +CO, and ~1:=10 when
Tl ( We also define U, = 0, u k := T I + . . . + T,, BJ = limsup, uk, and, for an arbitrary fi E A,
with the last line used if C~J < +ca. Reapplying (11) and summing on k E we therefore get
By (10) and the boundedness of S, we can find 5 J E S and a subsequence (which we will not relabel) for which zn -* X J . In fact, a variant of an argument from [4] allows us to use hypothesis 3) to conclude that Z J E a(S \ 7) (cf. [5] for full details). Since a(s\7) ca(s%)u7ua(BJ), (13) we have the following cases to consider: Case 3: Since Case 1 cannot occur, and since
Case 2 gives the desired conclusion, it follows from (13) that we can assume that Z J E ~( B J ) .
We may now assume a~ < 03. 
